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Agenda: Brief Introduction; Problem; Analysis; Supporting financials; In-depth solution. Brief Introduction. Camar
Automotive Hoist. Problem.

This is the end of the preview. In addition, Camar would be able to take advantage of investment incentives
from foreign governments. Thus, promotional strategies need to concentrate on product and brand
differentiation. As Camar has only a small fraction of the market share in the hoist industry, the goal for
achieving higher sales may cause the firm to lose focus on technological advances. Camar Automotive Hoist
WordsJan 14, Pages Camar Automotive Hoist Executive Summary Introduction: With the advent of the Free
Trade Agreement in , the duties on hoists between the two countries were phased out over a year period; by
exports and imports of hoists were duty-free. By pushing the product through the channel, the goal is to get
channel members to push it to their customers. Also, Camar will have to establish its own supply chain and
client base. Furthermore, in order to establish a functional plant in Europe, Camar would have to allot scarce
time and capital into recruiting and selecting a labour-force. The company manufactures the Camar Lift, a
surface scissor lift, which is known throughout the industry as the "Cadillac" of hoists. First off we have
something that would have been a pipe dream five years ago, Wi-Fi Connection in a carâ€¦While not
anywhere near a location that offers Wi-Fi. Obsoleteness of the Scissor Lift is also a growing concern. The
following must be considered in making the decision regarding how Camar will expand its target market:
Considering the criteria outlined above, there are three feasible alternatives available to Camar: Enter
European Market through Direct Investment: Camar will have complete control over its reputation, operations,
and product direction. As they sift through a mound of bills for the month the man tells his wife that he has
been laid off without pay from his automotive job. Regardless of how Mr. Camar Automotive Hoist CAH
manufactured surface automotive hoists, a product used by garages, service stations, and other repair shops to
lift cars for servicing. Mark Camar must decide on a course of action that will maximize profits and keep risk
to a minimum level. Since the eastern states generate the largest sales volume, the U. Camar is determined to
harness the full potential of his company, and in doing so has met with his marketing manager, Mr. Due to
this, customers purchasing a hoist will experience dissonance reducing buying behavior. The automotive
industry in America controlled our economy and kept it running for many years. Should it adopt a market
penetration strategy in US or should it follow a market development strategy and expand to Europe.
Competition and substitutes are seemingly leading factors in shifts that face the current industry in the near
future; as well as political changes â€” locally and abroad. Camar Automotive Hoist In doing so, customers
from perceiving Sorry, but full essay samples are available only for registered users Choose a Membership
Plan lifts as having few product differences between them. The customers of hoists are new car dealers, used
car dealers, specialty shops, chains and independent garages. Camar had in his sights. Contingency Plan: As a
contingency, if sales are not what expected in the European market CAH will allow companies to offer
licensing Exhibit 3 for its hoist is one in which the strategy will offer the right to a trademark, patent, trade
secret, or other similarly valued items if intellectual property in return for a royalty or a fee. Obsoleteness of
the Scissor Lift is also a growing concern. Considerations for increasing market share, and thus sales volume,
include expanding into the European market, and the option of eliminating the use of a wholesaler in nine U.
Camar is faced with the difficulty of increasing its market share. As a result of the domestic market size and
the use of mass-production, the industry grew so quick into the largest in the world. CAH mainly targets the
specialty shop segment, particularly those wheel alignment shops. This decision's importance is critical as it
decides the future layout of the company. In response to this intensified competitive pressure, local companies
are pushed to enhance performance by innovation and adopting process and product improvements.

